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george parkin born on a new brunswick farm died a knight of the realm and most famous canadian in the world as orator and
journalist he strengthened bonds between english speaking peoples as principal of upper canada college and a founder of the
rhodes scholarships he put formation of character above training the intellect in this study of the lady chatterley novels
masami nakabayashi pays particular attention to d h lawrence s language for the feelings and for the life of the
unselfconscious sexual body the novels constantly find ways of verbalising the characters internalised experiences as they
occur in states of unselfconsciousness lawrence s language for sensual feelings and emotions has always been regarded as simply
sexual and no previous critics have explored or made sense of the complexities of his peculiar but extremely sophisticated
writing practice in the lady chatterley novels lawrence was a habitual reviser of his work and despite the availability of
reliable texts in the cambridge edition few critics have traced the nature and significance of his changes from one draft to
the next by examining and analysing the novels particular linguistic revisions masami nakabayashi reveals the textual impulse
behind lawrence s original conception and its subsequent change and development back cover drawn from fascinating historical
records including trial transcripts from the century s first insanity defense this is the gripping account of the gruesome
kidnap and murder of a 12 year old girl in 1927 following a nationwide manhunt no one was prepared for the awful truth that a
sadistic monster dwelled within an unlikely suspect compiled from official gazette beginning with 1876 the volumes have
included also decisions of united states courts decisions of secretary of interior opinions of attorney general and important
decisions of state courts in relation to patents trade marks etc 1869 94 not in congressional set checklist of u s public
documents 1789 1909 p 530 john warkentin looks at the work of geographers from 1831 to 1977 through the regional descriptions
of seven perceptive observers of canada who provide very different but illuminating interpretations joseph bouchette a surveyor
general from lower canada george parkin an educator and journalist from new brunswick j d rogers a british barrister and
scholar harold innis the great economic historian r c wallace a geologist with administrative experience in the north bruce
hutchison a brilliant bc journalist with deep regional insights and thomas berger who presided over a royal commission on
northern development in the 1970s warkentin s introduction reveals how their descriptions and interpretations of canada s areas
helped provide the perceptions that influence contemporary conceptions of the country both its regions and as a whole how do
the living maintain ongoing relationships with the dead in western societies how have the residual belongings of the dead been
used to evoke memories why has the body and its material environment remained so important in memory making objects images
practices and places remind us of the deaths of others and of our own mortality at the time of death embodied persons disappear
from view their relationships with others come under threat and their influence may cease emotionally socially politically much
is at stake at the time of death in this context memories and memory making can be highly charged and often provide the dead
with a social presence amongst the living memories of the dead are a bulwark against the terror of forgetting as well as an
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inescapable outcome of a life s ending objects in attics gardens museums streets and cemeteries can tell us much about the
processes of remembering this unusual and absorbing book develops perspectives in anthropology and cultural history to reveal
the importance of material objects in experiences of grief mourning and memorializing far from being invisible the authors show
how past generations dead friends and lovers remain manifest through well worn garments letters photographs flowers residual
drops of perfume funerary sculpture tracing the rituals gestures and materials that have been used to shape and preserve
memories of personal loss hallam and hockey show how material culture provides the deceased with a powerful presence within the
here and now the theory of costs is a cornerstone of economic thinking and figures crucially in the study of human action and
society from the first day of a principles level course to the most advanced academic literature costs play a vital role in
virtually all behaviors and economic outcomes how we make choices why we trade and how we build institutions and social orders
are all problems that can be explained in light of the costs we face this volume explores develops and critiques the rich
literature on costs examining some of the many ways cost remains relevant in economic theory and practice the book especially
studies costs from the perspective of the austrian or causal realist approach to economics the chapters integrate the history
of economic thought with contemporary research finding valuable crossroads between numerous traditions in economics they
examine the role of costs in theories of choice and opportunity costs demand and income effects production and distribution
risk and interest rates uncertainty and production monopsony post keynesianism transaction costs socialism and management and
social entrepreneurship together these papers represent an update and restatement of a central element in the economic way of
thinking each chapter reveals how the austrian causalrealist approach to costs can be used to solve an important problem or
debate in economics these chapters are not only useful for students learning these concepts for the first time they are also
valuable for researchers seeking to understand the unique austrian perspective and those who want to apply it to new problems
based on decades of established research findings in cognitive and developmental psychology this volume explores and integrates
the leading scientific advances into infancy and brain memory linkages as well as autobiographical and strategic memory in
addition given that the predominantly classic research on memory development has recently been complemented by more cutting
edge applied research e g eyewitness memory memory development in educational contexts in recent years this volume also
provides in depth and up to date coverage of these emerging areas of study essays from a range of disciplines examine different
but linked aspects of the social organization of europe from the 13th to 16th centuries it is the most complex and mysterious
object in the universe covered by a dull grey membrane it resembles a gigantic convoluted fungus its inscrutability has
captivated scientists philosophers and artists for centuries it is of course the human brain with the help of science we can
now begin to understand the extraordinary complexity of the brain s circuits we can see which nerve cells generate electricity
as we fall in love tell a lie or dream of a lottery win and inside the 100 billion cells of this rubbery network is something
remarkable you in this entertaining and accessible book robert winston takes us deep into the workings of the human mind and
shows how our emotions and personality are the result of genes and environment he explains how memories are formed and lost how
the ever changing brain is responsible for toddler tantrums and teenage angst plus he reveals the truth behind extra sensory
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perception déjà vu and out of body experiences he also tells us how to boost our intelligence how to tap into creative powers
we never knew we had how to break old habits and keep our brain fit and active as we enter old age the human mind is all we
have to help us to understand it paradoxically it is possible that science may never quite explain everything about this
extraordinary mechanism that makes each of us unique indian indigenous societies are especially known for their elaborate
rituals which offer an excellent chance for studying religion as practice however few detailed ethnographic works exist on the
ritual practices of these societies based on long term ethnographic fieldwork in jharkhand india this book offers insights into
contemporary previously not described rituals of the santal one of the largest indigenous societies of central india its focus
lies on culturally specific notions of place as articulated and created during these rituals in three chapters the book
discusses how the santal make place on different local regional and global levels through their rituals they reaffirm their
ancestral roots in their land during large sacrificial rituals they offer sacrifices to the dangerous deities of the forest in
exchange for rain and they claim their region to be a santal region through large festivals celebrated in sacred groves which
they link to national and global discourses of indigeneity and environmentalism through an analysis of the rituals of a
specific society this book addresses broader issues it presents an example of how to study religion as a practical activity it
portrays culture specific perceptions of the environment and last the book underlines the potential that lies in choosing place
as a lens to study social phenomena in context sir john seeley once wrote that the british empire was acquired in a fit of
absence of mind whatever the truth of this comment it is certainly arguable that the empire was dismantled in such a fit this
collection deals with a neglected subject in post confederation canadian history the implications to canada and canadians of
british decolonization and the end of empire canada and the end of empire looks at canadian diplomatic relations with the
united kingdom and the united states the suez crisis the changing economic relationship with great britain in the 1950s and
1960s the role of educational and cultural institutions in maintaining the british connection the royal tour of 1959 the
decision to adopt a new flag in 1964 the efforts to find a formula for repatriating the constitution the canadianization of the
royal canadian navy and the attitude of first nations to the changed nature of the anglo canadian relationship historians in
commonwealth countries tend to view the end of british rule from a nationalist perspective canada and the end of empire
challenges this view and demonstrates the centrality of imperial history in canadian historiography an important addition to
the growing canon of empire studies and imperial history this book will be of interest to historians of the commonwealth and to
scholars and students interested in the relationship between colonialism and nationalism what was the social structure of
england in the period 1200 to 1500 what were the basic forms of social inequality to what extent did such divisions generate
social conflict how significantly did english society change during this period and what were the causes of social change is it
useful to see medieval social structure in terms of the theories and concepts produced within the medieval period itself what
does modern social theory have to offer the historian seeking to understand english society in the later middle ages these are
the questions which this book seeks to answer beginning with an analysis of class structure of medieval england part one of
this book asks to what extent class conflict was inherent within class relations and discusses the contrasting successes and
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outcomes of such conflict in town and country part two of the book examines to what extent such class divisions interacted with
other forms of social inequality such as those between orders nobility and clergy between men and women and those arising from
membership of a status group the jews dr rigby s discussion of medieval english society is located within the context of recent
historical and sociological debates about the nature of social stratification and using the work of social theorists such as
parkin and runciman offers a synthesis of the marxist and weberian approaches to social structure the book should be extremely
useful to those undergraduates beginning their studies of medieval england whilst in offering a new interpretative framework
within which to examine social structure also interesting those historians who are more familiar with this period few thorough
ethnographic studies on central indian tribal communities exist and the elaborate discussion on the cultural meanings of indian
food systems ignores these societies altogether food epitomizes the social for the gadaba of odisha feeding sharing and
devouring refer to locally distinguished ritual domains to different types of social relationships and alimentary ritual
processes in investigating the complex paths of ritual practices this study aims to understand the interrelated fields of
cosmology social order and economy of an indian highland community this concise and accessible textbook overviews the place and
continuing centrality of the concept of class in cultural studies and sociology the book reopens the debates over class and
culture that were very nearly closed down in postmodernism andrew milner offers readers a critical introduction to the marxist
and weberian accounts of class and relates the significance of class in the new social movements he also looks at class
politics and trends in the character of class relations this innovative study of the patriarchy belies the accepted notion of
the father figure as tyrannical and exploitative this collection of essays in the honor of david brokensha focuses on issues
which had concerned him throughout his professional career as an anthropologist he emphasized on combining indigenous
perspectives and knowledge in development planning and on sustainable natural resource management first published in 1980 this
book argues that subcultures are formed in defence of collectively experienced problems that arise from defects and
contradictions in social structures mike brake looks at the development of post war youth culture in a sociological context and
considers the class base of youth subcultures showing that they generate a form of collective identity from which an individual
identity can be achieved outside that ascribed by class education or occupation black youth and young females are two groups
given special attention here since brake notes they are prone to particular problems resulting from the racism and sexism
inherent in much youth culture this is the first comprehensive history of the rhodes trust based on documentation in the
relevant constituencies as well as on the archives of the trust at his death the british imperialist and entrepreneur cecil
rhodes left a substantial fortune to be administered by trustees in the century since his death the trust has funded the system
of international rhodes scholarships set out in his will enabling more than 6 000 scholars from over thirty countries to study
at oxford university w e knowles middleton continuing his series of books on the history of the national research council of
canada here presents a history of the challenges defeats and triumphs of mechanical engineering at the council throughout much
of the history of the national research council the division of mechanical engineering has been mostly preoccupied with
problems of aeronautics during world war ii the division constituted an aeronautical laboratory the influence of individuals
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government departments and individuals all involved in supporting and demanding research into problems of mechanical
engineering in canada makes intriguing reading the volume will be of interest to those investigating the history of science and
technology in canada it will also be crucial to those interested in canada s contribution to world war ii on the fronts of
technology and aeronautics for degree honours and postgraduate students this book is contain pteridophyta gymnosperms and
palaeobotany compilation work and embodies a fairly comprehensive treatment of the fundamental facts and aspects of the subject
this book will serve as an introduction to botany to the beginners in this field
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Parkin
2008-09-09

george parkin born on a new brunswick farm died a knight of the realm and most famous canadian in the world as orator and
journalist he strengthened bonds between english speaking peoples as principal of upper canada college and a founder of the
rhodes scholarships he put formation of character above training the intellect

The Rhetoric of the Unselfconscious in D.H. Lawrence
2011

in this study of the lady chatterley novels masami nakabayashi pays particular attention to d h lawrence s language for the
feelings and for the life of the unselfconscious sexual body the novels constantly find ways of verbalising the characters
internalised experiences as they occur in states of unselfconsciousness lawrence s language for sensual feelings and emotions
has always been regarded as simply sexual and no previous critics have explored or made sense of the complexities of his
peculiar but extremely sophisticated writing practice in the lady chatterley novels lawrence was a habitual reviser of his work
and despite the availability of reliable texts in the cambridge edition few critics have traced the nature and significance of
his changes from one draft to the next by examining and analysing the novels particular linguistic revisions masami nakabayashi
reveals the textual impulse behind lawrence s original conception and its subsequent change and development back cover

Stolen Away
2000

drawn from fascinating historical records including trial transcripts from the century s first insanity defense this is the
gripping account of the gruesome kidnap and murder of a 12 year old girl in 1927 following a nationwide manhunt no one was
prepared for the awful truth that a sadistic monster dwelled within an unlikely suspect
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Scottish Geographical Magazine
1892

compiled from official gazette beginning with 1876 the volumes have included also decisions of united states courts decisions
of secretary of interior opinions of attorney general and important decisions of state courts in relation to patents trade
marks etc 1869 94 not in congressional set checklist of u s public documents 1789 1909 p 530

The Nation
1895

john warkentin looks at the work of geographers from 1831 to 1977 through the regional descriptions of seven perceptive
observers of canada who provide very different but illuminating interpretations joseph bouchette a surveyor general from lower
canada george parkin an educator and journalist from new brunswick j d rogers a british barrister and scholar harold innis the
great economic historian r c wallace a geologist with administrative experience in the north bruce hutchison a brilliant bc
journalist with deep regional insights and thomas berger who presided over a royal commission on northern development in the
1970s warkentin s introduction reveals how their descriptions and interpretations of canada s areas helped provide the
perceptions that influence contemporary conceptions of the country both its regions and as a whole

Decisions of the Commissioner of Patents and of the United States Courts in Patent
and Trade-mark and Copyright Cases
1905

how do the living maintain ongoing relationships with the dead in western societies how have the residual belongings of the
dead been used to evoke memories why has the body and its material environment remained so important in memory making objects
images practices and places remind us of the deaths of others and of our own mortality at the time of death embodied persons
disappear from view their relationships with others come under threat and their influence may cease emotionally socially
politically much is at stake at the time of death in this context memories and memory making can be highly charged and often
provide the dead with a social presence amongst the living memories of the dead are a bulwark against the terror of forgetting
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as well as an inescapable outcome of a life s ending objects in attics gardens museums streets and cemeteries can tell us much
about the processes of remembering this unusual and absorbing book develops perspectives in anthropology and cultural history
to reveal the importance of material objects in experiences of grief mourning and memorializing far from being invisible the
authors show how past generations dead friends and lovers remain manifest through well worn garments letters photographs
flowers residual drops of perfume funerary sculpture tracing the rituals gestures and materials that have been used to shape
and preserve memories of personal loss hallam and hockey show how material culture provides the deceased with a powerful
presence within the here and now

So Vast and Various
2010-11-01

the theory of costs is a cornerstone of economic thinking and figures crucially in the study of human action and society from
the first day of a principles level course to the most advanced academic literature costs play a vital role in virtually all
behaviors and economic outcomes how we make choices why we trade and how we build institutions and social orders are all
problems that can be explained in light of the costs we face this volume explores develops and critiques the rich literature on
costs examining some of the many ways cost remains relevant in economic theory and practice the book especially studies costs
from the perspective of the austrian or causal realist approach to economics the chapters integrate the history of economic
thought with contemporary research finding valuable crossroads between numerous traditions in economics they examine the role
of costs in theories of choice and opportunity costs demand and income effects production and distribution risk and interest
rates uncertainty and production monopsony post keynesianism transaction costs socialism and management and social
entrepreneurship together these papers represent an update and restatement of a central element in the economic way of thinking
each chapter reveals how the austrian causalrealist approach to costs can be used to solve an important problem or debate in
economics these chapters are not only useful for students learning these concepts for the first time they are also valuable for
researchers seeking to understand the unique austrian perspective and those who want to apply it to new problems

Death, Memory and Material Culture
2020-05-26

based on decades of established research findings in cognitive and developmental psychology this volume explores and integrates
the leading scientific advances into infancy and brain memory linkages as well as autobiographical and strategic memory in
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addition given that the predominantly classic research on memory development has recently been complemented by more cutting
edge applied research e g eyewitness memory memory development in educational contexts in recent years this volume also
provides in depth and up to date coverage of these emerging areas of study

Imperial Federation
1889

essays from a range of disciplines examine different but linked aspects of the social organization of europe from the 13th to
16th centuries

The Economic Theory of Costs
2017-09-01

it is the most complex and mysterious object in the universe covered by a dull grey membrane it resembles a gigantic convoluted
fungus its inscrutability has captivated scientists philosophers and artists for centuries it is of course the human brain with
the help of science we can now begin to understand the extraordinary complexity of the brain s circuits we can see which nerve
cells generate electricity as we fall in love tell a lie or dream of a lottery win and inside the 100 billion cells of this
rubbery network is something remarkable you in this entertaining and accessible book robert winston takes us deep into the
workings of the human mind and shows how our emotions and personality are the result of genes and environment he explains how
memories are formed and lost how the ever changing brain is responsible for toddler tantrums and teenage angst plus he reveals
the truth behind extra sensory perception déjà vu and out of body experiences he also tells us how to boost our intelligence
how to tap into creative powers we never knew we had how to break old habits and keep our brain fit and active as we enter old
age the human mind is all we have to help us to understand it paradoxically it is possible that science may never quite explain
everything about this extraordinary mechanism that makes each of us unique

Reports
1905

indian indigenous societies are especially known for their elaborate rituals which offer an excellent chance for studying
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religion as practice however few detailed ethnographic works exist on the ritual practices of these societies based on long
term ethnographic fieldwork in jharkhand india this book offers insights into contemporary previously not described rituals of
the santal one of the largest indigenous societies of central india its focus lies on culturally specific notions of place as
articulated and created during these rituals in three chapters the book discusses how the santal make place on different local
regional and global levels through their rituals they reaffirm their ancestral roots in their land during large sacrificial
rituals they offer sacrifices to the dangerous deities of the forest in exchange for rain and they claim their region to be a
santal region through large festivals celebrated in sacred groves which they link to national and global discourses of
indigeneity and environmentalism through an analysis of the rituals of a specific society this book addresses broader issues it
presents an example of how to study religion as a practical activity it portrays culture specific perceptions of the
environment and last the book underlines the potential that lies in choosing place as a lens to study social phenomena in
context

Memory Development from Early Childhood Through Emerging Adulthood
2014-09-03

sir john seeley once wrote that the british empire was acquired in a fit of absence of mind whatever the truth of this comment
it is certainly arguable that the empire was dismantled in such a fit this collection deals with a neglected subject in post
confederation canadian history the implications to canada and canadians of british decolonization and the end of empire canada
and the end of empire looks at canadian diplomatic relations with the united kingdom and the united states the suez crisis the
changing economic relationship with great britain in the 1950s and 1960s the role of educational and cultural institutions in
maintaining the british connection the royal tour of 1959 the decision to adopt a new flag in 1964 the efforts to find a
formula for repatriating the constitution the canadianization of the royal canadian navy and the attitude of first nations to
the changed nature of the anglo canadian relationship historians in commonwealth countries tend to view the end of british rule
from a nationalist perspective canada and the end of empire challenges this view and demonstrates the centrality of imperial
history in canadian historiography an important addition to the growing canon of empire studies and imperial history this book
will be of interest to historians of the commonwealth and to scholars and students interested in the relationship between
colonialism and nationalism

The Gardeners' Chronicle and Agricultural Gazette
1846
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what was the social structure of england in the period 1200 to 1500 what were the basic forms of social inequality to what
extent did such divisions generate social conflict how significantly did english society change during this period and what
were the causes of social change is it useful to see medieval social structure in terms of the theories and concepts produced
within the medieval period itself what does modern social theory have to offer the historian seeking to understand english
society in the later middle ages these are the questions which this book seeks to answer beginning with an analysis of class
structure of medieval england part one of this book asks to what extent class conflict was inherent within class relations and
discusses the contrasting successes and outcomes of such conflict in town and country part two of the book examines to what
extent such class divisions interacted with other forms of social inequality such as those between orders nobility and clergy
between men and women and those arising from membership of a status group the jews dr rigby s discussion of medieval english
society is located within the context of recent historical and sociological debates about the nature of social stratification
and using the work of social theorists such as parkin and runciman offers a synthesis of the marxist and weberian approaches to
social structure the book should be extremely useful to those undergraduates beginning their studies of medieval england whilst
in offering a new interpretative framework within which to examine social structure also interesting those historians who are
more familiar with this period

Orders and Hierarchies in Late Medieval and Renaissance Europe
1999-01-01

few thorough ethnographic studies on central indian tribal communities exist and the elaborate discussion on the cultural
meanings of indian food systems ignores these societies altogether food epitomizes the social for the gadaba of odisha feeding
sharing and devouring refer to locally distinguished ritual domains to different types of social relationships and alimentary
ritual processes in investigating the complex paths of ritual practices this study aims to understand the interrelated fields
of cosmology social order and economy of an indian highland community

The Human Mind
2014-07-30

this concise and accessible textbook overviews the place and continuing centrality of the concept of class in cultural studies
and sociology the book reopens the debates over class and culture that were very nearly closed down in postmodernism andrew
milner offers readers a critical introduction to the marxist and weberian accounts of class and relates the significance of
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class in the new social movements he also looks at class politics and trends in the character of class relations

The Cambridge Review
1893

this innovative study of the patriarchy belies the accepted notion of the father figure as tyrannical and exploitative

Reports from the Laboratory of the Royal College of Physicians, Edinburgh
1905

this collection of essays in the honor of david brokensha focuses on issues which had concerned him throughout his professional
career as an anthropologist he emphasized on combining indigenous perspectives and knowledge in development planning and on
sustainable natural resource management

The Athenaeum
1892

first published in 1980 this book argues that subcultures are formed in defence of collectively experienced problems that arise
from defects and contradictions in social structures mike brake looks at the development of post war youth culture in a
sociological context and considers the class base of youth subcultures showing that they generate a form of collective identity
from which an individual identity can be achieved outside that ascribed by class education or occupation black youth and young
females are two groups given special attention here since brake notes they are prone to particular problems resulting from the
racism and sexism inherent in much youth culture

Making Place through Ritual
2018-09-10

this is the first comprehensive history of the rhodes trust based on documentation in the relevant constituencies as well as on
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the archives of the trust at his death the british imperialist and entrepreneur cecil rhodes left a substantial fortune to be
administered by trustees in the century since his death the trust has funded the system of international rhodes scholarships
set out in his will enabling more than 6 000 scholars from over thirty countries to study at oxford university

The Critic
1892

w e knowles middleton continuing his series of books on the history of the national research council of canada here presents a
history of the challenges defeats and triumphs of mechanical engineering at the council throughout much of the history of the
national research council the division of mechanical engineering has been mostly preoccupied with problems of aeronautics
during world war ii the division constituted an aeronautical laboratory the influence of individuals government departments and
individuals all involved in supporting and demanding research into problems of mechanical engineering in canada makes
intriguing reading the volume will be of interest to those investigating the history of science and technology in canada it
will also be crucial to those interested in canada s contribution to world war ii on the fronts of technology and aeronautics

Canada and the End of Empire
2005

for degree honours and postgraduate students

English Society in the Later Middle Ages
1995-05-10

this book is contain pteridophyta gymnosperms and palaeobotany compilation work and embodies a fairly comprehensive treatment
of the fundamental facts and aspects of the subject this book will serve as an introduction to botany to the beginners in this
field
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Feeding, Sharing, and Devouring
2015-02-17

Class
1999-07-15

Patriarchy, Property and Death in the Roman Family
1994

The Microeconomic Foundations of Macroeconomics
1977-08-25

Social Change And Applied Anthropology
2019-07-11

British and Foreign Medical Review
1841
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The Sociology of Youth Culture and Youth Subcultures (Routledge Revivals)
2013-10-08

Journal of the Institute of Actuaries and Assurance Magazine
1882

The Week
1894

Problems of Greater Britain
1890

Problems of Greater Britain
1890

Critic and Literary World
1892
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Topography of Great Britain: Or, British Traveller's Directory: Cornwall
1817

The History of the Rhodes Trust, 1902-1999
2001

Mechanical Engineering at the National Research Council of Canada, 1929-1951
1984-04-12

The Westminster Review
1847

College Botany Volume�II (For Degree, Hons. & Postgraduate Students) LPSPE
2022

College Botany - Volume II
2001
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